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NEW REVISED VERSION! 2-24-2016 The Aroma Rice Cooker will change your life. And this book

of 135 recipes is the PERFECT guide to the Aroma! Even if you have a Zojirushi rice cooker, a Tiger

rice cooker, a VitaClay rice cooker, a Cuckoo rice cooker, a Panasonic rice cooker, a Black and

Decker rice cooker, or any of the rest, you will still find value in these recipes. In fact, these recipes

will help you if you have a pressure cooker such as the Instant Pot or a food steamer.  But of

course, this book is especially valuable if you have an Aroma Rice Cooker no matter if it is the

8-cup, the 20-cup, or any other model. The Aroma Rice Cooker Cookbook focuses on how to: -

make perfect meals EVERY time with ease - no burnt rice or food - achieve "push-button" cooking -

use your Aroma for EVERY kind of meal We even included the most popular recipes from all over

the world: - American recipes - Asian recipes - European recipes - Middle Eastern recipes IN THIS

AROMA RICE COOKER BOOK, YOU WILL FIND: 135 Rice Cooker recipes (including dessert

recipes) - Conversion charts for the 8-cup and 20-cup models - Cooking time charts for steaming

common meats and vegetables - rice recipes - breakfast recipes - amazing vegetable and side dish

recipes - recipes for Soups, Stews, and Chili - creative main course recipes -delicious dessert

recipes that you wonâ€™t believe But this book isn't just about rice cooker recipes. You will also

learn: 1. How to get the most out of your Aroma by mastering all of it's features 2. How to properly

and easily clean your machine 3. And many more tips and tricks for getting the perfect meal quickly,

with no fuss A life with more more time, less stress & healthy, delicious meals for your family awaits

you.  You will ooze confidence out the wazoo. You will NOT regret buying the Aroma Rice Cooker

Cookbook!
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As far as the recipes go, they are interesting but a serious amount of editing would be most helpful.

The 'pumpkin soup" calls for butternut squash (no pumpkin at all. Page 268 paperback edition)

Italian meatballs directions are repeated on the second page (step #2 and 4 are repeated with step

#3 in between. For one of the chicken recipes, it calls for Mat instead of meat. These may be picky

complaints but when you pay more than a little money for a cookbook I expect the editing to be

accurate, especially for recipes. It makes me a little wary of the amounts and ingredients called for. I

will keep it but....

Shorter days means it's harder to get things done after work. Grab this book and make dinner

easier! Rice is a cheap great base to make dinner with. This is the best book I've found for these

recipes. Grab it!

I received this product for free for my honest and unbiased review.This is a great Kindle Edition

cookbook. I recently started using the Aroma Rice Cooker and couldn't believe it when I was offered

the opportunity to review this cookbook. Great timing! I found this cookbook to do a good job of

explaining how to use the rice cooker (if you have a different brand of rice cooker then the first

couple of chapters won't be very useful to you, but the rest of the book will). It did a nice job of

categorizing different recipe groups (breakfast -veggies & sides - soups, stews & chili - main course

recipes - dessert recipes). I thought there was a great variety of recipes per grouping. For instance,

in Asian Rice Recipes there were recipes for Chinese, Thai, Japanese, Lebanese, etc. I'm looking

forward to trying many of these recipes. I've already told others about this cookbook. Get it, you'll

like it!*** I'm not sure why the pics are uploading sideways. I apologize and will try to find the

answer, but in the meantime I hope this review was still a help to you.

I thought I'd find many varied recipes of rice and steamed vegetable recipes. Not even a paella

recipe inside. Many rare dishes names and not a single pic in the book. Half the recipes would be

easier not using the Aroma and they're forced to fit. You have to fry sometimes to add to the cooker,

cook for X minutes then take it out, wash the Aroma and cook again adding another ingredient. My

idea when getting the Aroma was so etching easy and wick to use. Add ingredients and click a

button. the free cookbook inside the big Aroma is more useful than this one. Other recipes? Find

them on YouTube



I just received this book so have only tried one recipe so far. I have to say that I must have picked

the worst recipe in the book because even though the book is "tried and true" recipes, mine was not

only a failure but also made a horrible mess for me to clean up. I attempted to make the Cinnamon

Apple Oatmeal on page 126. The darn stuff boiled over, escaping onto my counter and into the

heating part of the rice cooker. I have no idea how to clean it out of there. I will try other recipes, with

caution, and I hope I haven't destroyed my brand new rice cooker.

I bought this cookbook and was so inspired I also bought the rice cooker also. Would recommend.

Bought a cooker for my daughter also.

Great sounding recipes, BUT lots of mistakes, poorly written and edited. On the Spanakopita recipe,

Step 6 is "Remove the spinach pie from the inner pot, cut into wedges or squares, then SERVE. So

why is there a Step 7 that says "Preheat oven to 350 degrees, lightly oil a 9 x 9 inch square pan."

That's it. So why are we heating the oven and greasing a pan?? There are absolutely no pictures in

this cookbook. I plan to make several recipes in the book, but I wish it was a better written

cookbook. It's as if Suzie Homemaker typed up a recipe book and immediately went to the publisher

without any proofreading, testing?, or editing. Not trying to be harsh. Like I said the recipes do

sound great, and I plan to make them. I see now there is another Aroma Rice Cooker book by a Mr.

Warren. I plan to order that right now.

I recently bought a 3-cup Aroma rice cooker and thought that this book would be helpful in how to

use the cooker. WRONG!!!! This book is mainly for the 8-cup cooker. I know how to reduce the

recipe but it really doesn't help here. It's a nice book for the 8-cup cooker but there are no recipes

for the 3-cup cooker.
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